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“When I was in Morocco I used to define myself as 
Muslim, Moroccan, and man. 
Now that I live in Italy I define myself as 27yo, 
engaged, and Scorpio.” 

– Abdul, Moroccan cultural mediator living in Turin 
(Italy).



David Hume (A Treatise of Human Nature, 1739): identity is as 
an “inevitable fiction” created by the memory – that puts 
perceptions into a relationship of similarity, so that they seem 
to belong & express the same object – whose voids are filled by 
the imagination. 

Consequences: 

→ internal homogeneity and continuity of the system 
→  system perceived as closed, pure, and distinct from other 
systems 
→  defines something stable that can be described as a 
'substance' 
→ reification.



Ulf Hannerz (Cultural Complexity, 1992): each individual 
accesses and owns specific portions of a wider culture contents 
and forms, due to the different and peculiar flows of meanings 
he is exposed to, through “frames” (face-to-face interactions, 
global market, state, and transnational opinion movements). 

This way are shaped 

-> collective identities and 
-> specific, unique, personal identities (“perspectives”, i.e. 
individual points of view).



Arjun Appadurai (Modernity at Large, 1996): today's cultural 
process implies the crossing of different imaginaries 
(technoscapes, finanscapes, ideoscapes, ethnoscapes and 
mediascapes) whose very last point of intersection is the 
individual 
  
→  identity is not only a matter of memory and imagination, 
but imagination works also in the direction of suggesting the 
individual potential future directions to pursue 

→  identity is at the crossroads of different trajectories – 
collectivity vs individual, roots vs future, permanent inherited 
status vs temporary intentional activation, historical reality vs 
imagination's invention – so that imagination has become a 
battlefield where different forces try to win so to orientate 
individual action.



Ideoscapes+mediascapes+ethnoscape & the topic 'migrations to Italy' 
at work



Media representation: 
! talks about migration in terms of 'emergency' 
! links it to criminality 
! raises a sense of alarm about it.

Tag cloud of TV news titles (one week national broadcasting 
companies observation, 1st semester 2008; see Morcellini 2009).



A fewer specific programs on the 
other side fall under a bleeding 
heart activism 
→  rhetoric: “exotic travels in our 
own towns”, “colours”, “excellent 
stories”.



Multi-/intercultural theatre: 
! performers are from different cultural origins 
→ multicultural composition 

! works on multicultural & intercultural issues 
! works derive from performers cultural 

identity.



Multi-/intercultural theatre in Italy (late 
80ies-today): 
! companies (Teatro delle Albe, Koron 

Tlé, Cooperativa Teatro Laboratorio, 
Teatro di Nascosto, AlmaTeatro...) 

! projects (I Porti del Mediterraneo, 
Proskenion, Rom Stalker...) 

! experiences of social & community 
theatre.



Multi- and intercultural theatre in Italy 
! acts as a meta-comment of the society, but also as an active 

agent of reflection that envisages potential directions of 
change  

! works on the symbols (“dynamic socio-cultural systems”, in 
Victor Turner's words, The Ritual Process, 1969) of a society 
→ and 'cultural identity' can be conceived as a symbol! 

! analyses, discusses, fills them with new meanings according 
to new social configurations and needs. 

The work takes place in the 'theatre laboratory' and then is 
opened to – and shared with – the whole society through the 
performance.



AlmaTeatro 
! was born in 1993 ( = it now exists 

since more than 20 years) 
! numbered the participation of 

about 30 women 
! coming f rom 15 d i f fe rent 

countries of the world.



AlmaTeatro: 
Righibé (1993)



AlmaTeatro: 
Luna Nera (1995)



Among the productions, 
! Righibé (1993), worldwide migrations at the present times 
! Luna Nera  (1995), becoming 'woman' in different cultures 
! Storie Sommerse  (1998), history of worldwide migrations in 

the past and in the present 
! Chador  (1999), worldwide patriarchate and women lack of 

rights 
! Tutto Compreso  (2001), tourism and world economic 

imbalance 
! Scarti  (2004), migrations and ecological issues as a 

consequence of world economic imbalance 
! Chi è l'ultima? (2008), women body and her rights on it 
! Latte di cammella (2009), war and refugees conditions 
! Spezie (2010), worldwide migrations and local food habits



AlmaTeatro's invitation is to 
! put the cultural issue into historical and social perspective 

and 
! analyse it in its individual expression/actualisation. 

Embodiment of the cultural identity: what relationship 
between 'body of the performer' and 'body of the 
character' in AlmaTeatro? 

The two bodies go in the direction of the match: 
→  physical & cultural characteristics of the actresses are 

useful to develop a character who follows biological, 
cultural and/or biographical specificities of the actress 
who plays it 

→  this match is not used to reinforce taxonomies, but to 
dismantle audience's assumptions about human cultures, 
therefore to fight stereotypes and prejudices.



Examples from Storie Sommerse 
(1997): 

! Nigerian Actress Sonia Aimiumu is 
Maria, Angolan slave in XVIII century 
in the Americas 

! Peruan Actress Flor Vidaurre is the 
“woman with many dresses” 

! Italian Actress Teresa Cannavò is the 
nomad Zeida, who changes, from 
time to time, name, identity & bio 



Cultural identity as discussed here can't be considered 
anymore as something fixed and stable, such as in Hume's 
terms. 

As one of the actress states, “It's not a granite plate, 
something falling on our heads, from our ancestors and 
parents, that we receive passively and unaltered in time”.



Cultural identity is revealed as 

! fluid in time and space →  in time because marked by the 
variation because of the infinite choices carried out by the 
individuals – choices that provoke variations in the broader 
configuration 

! porous →  acculturation between different cultural groups 
has always occurred – borders are “frontiers”, spaces “under 
a continuous process of exchange and negotiation” (Ugo 
Fabietti, L'identità etnica, 1995), and migrations (and 
consequent intercultural encounter) is a permanent feature 
of mankind 

! hybrid →  traces in nowadays language, values, habits 
witness ancient encounters: creolisation is not a recent 
phenomenon, but a feature of mankind.



This leads to the consciousness of the contingency of any – 
individual or collective – definition of the 'self' and 'the Other'. 

Cultural identity is something continuously in progress, a 
temporary configuration composed by assembling different 
elements selected – among the available ones – to fulfil 
specific human needs. 

Memories, references and features composing the system of a 
collective configuration can't be but partial inventions 
operated by those belonging to it in order to move towards 
future individual and/or collective goals.



Intercultural theatre in Italy aims to stimulate a reflection and 
to promote the social change, but it does it by nourishing 
audience's empathy and willingness to listen to others 
perspectives – considering this the precondition to 
interpersonal relationships and coexistence. 

Hence, what this theatre tends to create is a “culture of 
relation” that represents the only possibility of exist and live 
together, in contrast to contradictory media and political 
discourse on cultural identity & multi-/intercultural society, 
and the absence of policies going beyond considering 
migrations as (still after 30 years!) an 'emergency'.


